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TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATIONS

celebrated Teacher's Day on 5th September 

2019, commemorating the selfless love and 

dedication of every teacher.

The students of grades S1, S2 and S3 greeted 

their teachers in the morning with flowers, 

cards and loads of best wishes. Later, they 

put up a grand show at the Shankar Lal Hall 

for their teachers.  The programme 

commenced with a dance drama to show case 

that teachers are no less important than 

mothers. This was followed by a  colourful 

Rajasthani folk dance. The  choir sang two 

melodious old numbers which surely made 

the teachers nostalgic and brought back fond 

memories of their childhood. 

True to the saying, “Great teachers aspire,” Modern School Barakhamba Road,
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The foot tapping Scottish 

dance was ever so entertaining

which was complemented by 

a blissful group song sung by

a group of young and enthusiastic teachers.

Ms Shalini Dahiya sang a melodious Hindi

solo song which left the audience

mesmerised.

The Principal Dr Vijay Datta motivated the

teachers to continue to do their best and keep

the flag of Modern School, flying high.

The Senior Teacher’s Day celebration also

witnessed a momentous atmosphere. The

event also gave opportunities to teachers to

showcase their talent. The news delivered by

Mr S. Roy, was informative. Ms Deepika

Parashar's talk enthralled everyone and Ms

Neha Jindal's musical rendition was

melodious.

The talk delivered on Lala Raghubir Singh,

the Founder of the School, celebrated the

beginning of Lala ji's 125th birth anniversary

Middle School Teacher’s Day celebration
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year. The budding musicians of

Modern School thereafter, sang

some mellifluous songs. The talk

delivered on S. Radhakrishnan, highlighted the

great achievements of the second President of

India and rightfully paid a homage to his noble

endeavours.

The musical rendition by Ms Shalini Dahiya was

spellbinding. The teachers of the SSB and PJB,

sang old Bollywood medleys which enhanced the

celebratory mood of the occasion. Lastly, the

foot-tapping dance performance by the S6

students made everyone cheer and groove to the

hit numbers.

The Principal Dr Vijay Datta, in his address paid

homage to the Founder of the School, Lala

Raghubir Singh on his birth anniversary. He also

congratulated the teachers for their hard work and

perseverance. He lauded the teachers as they play

an integral role in the success of their students.

The event culminated with rounds of 'Lucky

Draw' for teachers and a sumptuous lunch.

Modern School’s team comprising Arjun

Khanchandani (S7 C), Rijul Ganju (S6 E), Rahul

Pandey (S5 E) and Shreyansh Krishna (S4 H) stood

at an enviable, masterfully orchestrated, and

passionately fought Third position in the mother of

all quizzes- The Columban Open Quiz 2019 (COQ)

on August 31st 2019.

The sheer depth and breadth of the very tough,

robust multiple rounds of quizzing, stretched over

two days, exploring ideas on topics that resonated

MODERN’S VOYAGE TO COLUMBUS

On the path to excellence
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NAIRONG INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS CONFERENCE 

2019 

across disciplines and the clarity, concision and fresh perspectives

which our quizzers exemplified commendably. Our Us- Four- No- More

foursome were like none other- their brilliance, poise and wonderful

team spirit echoed in the labyrinth meanderings they showcased in the

nail biting event.

Four students from Modern School Barakhamba Road, Akhil Gulati (S7 A), Ananya

Arora (S7 J), Tarak Bhatia (S7 H) and Diya Khanna (S6 I) accompanied by the teacher

escort Ms Sunila Kalra attended the 5th Nairong International Students’ Conference

2019 held at Bangkok, Thailand. The theme of the conference was ‘Global Crisis

Needs Extinguishing Endeavours’. The students participated in discussions, brain-

storming sessions and presented a skit on the theme. Ms Sunila Kalra presented a

paper during the teacher’s session on the topic of ‘Environment Issues: Global

Warning Signs and Initiatives By Modern School’. There were also outdoor activities

whereby the delegates visited Pattaya Toey-Ngam Beach, Nongnooch Garden and

Tiger Park, Pattaya. The most exciting was the Kaan show, which was an exceptional

mixture of live action and cinema, stage performance and world class technology. The

delegates had a lot of fun, got to know more about Thai culture, gained knowledge

about the current battles that our mother earth is facing and pledged to sensitize people

around about the global problems and their possible solutions.

Principal Dr Vijay Datta with the delegates.


